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About This Game

In the year 1905, Albert Einstein published the theory of special relativity, suggesting that nothing could move faster than the
speed of light. What if any mortal could break that constant? Stretch it beyond its limits? Would human beings finally be able to

find a way to cheat death and win over immorality? Or is it Chaos that follows the manipulation of time and gravity?

Constant C is a 2D puzzle platformer with two core gameplay mechanics - Gravity Shifting and the Time Field. Using these two
mechanics in the game, the player controls the momentum of various objects to complete each level.

Dive into the world of Constant C, where rules of fundamental physics no longer apply. In a space station far away from Earth,
mysterious events have triggered the distortion of time. Journey through the game as a lone robot, who uncovers the truth behind

the incident step by step, and finds the purpose of his own creation.

Feature

Gravitational Shift + Control Time Flow = Momentum Manipulation

Over 100+ mind-twisting levels

2D skeletal animation with cute character designs

Created a unique futuristic, mysterious atmosphere with beautiful lightning
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Kickass soundtracks

Gameplay

Gravitational Shift

Momentum Manipulation
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Title: Constant C
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
International Games System, Co., LTD.
Publisher:
International Games System, Co., LTD.
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows XP

Processor: Intel Duo Core Processor or Up

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 Graphic Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Bummer, throught this game included couch co-op... Would be a plus if eventually it gained it.. Cyberhunt is a infinite twin-
stick shooter game set on a cyberpunk world. A decent strategic rpg/visual novel that's worth picking up on sale. One
playthrough takes around 12-15 hours, but you need to play it twice if you want to get the true ending.

The main draw of the game is that you have to pick who the traitor is in your team - by first narrowing it down to 3 suspects and
then using a limited number of dives into the suspects to find the actual person.. Man, I remember so many late nights playing
this game. Was a shot load of fun, esp when I would fly drones over a sniper and detonate right behind them. So sad this entire
company collapsed.

I recently managed to locate the dedicated server files and was thinking about putting up a server and hopefully finding maybe
10 or more people who would want a weekly game night for FFOW. I dont even see any dedicated servers available for rent
anymore so I doubt anyone plays much.

Any interest? Hit me up on steam.

BEWARE if you are buying this game: I remember single player was fun but there is NO multiplayer. You can start a LAN
game but there are NO BOTS to play against. So you better have friends pleb.. Well, What is Dead Sea?

Pros: Another cheaper of survival game.
Cons: Empty game.

Do not buy I repeat, DO NOT BUY.. I agree with Vin9902's comments these omisions make the game expensive. Pretty Fun,
for an alpha. Can't wait till full release.. Astral Heroes is a new card game in a series of similar card games. The early ones were
Astral Masters and Spectromancer. This is free and worth trying to see if you like the style of game, but I feel like it's a step
back from Spectromancer. In Spectromancer, you got all the cards you could possibly play right at the beginning of the game,
and so you could proceed along a longer term strategy. Here you have a hand and draw at the end of your turn like a normal card
game. Frankly it's a lot less interesting. The core game is good, but I'd just go buy Spectromancer if I were you.. Game of the
year 2014
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Wow, If it wasn't for the tutorial I would have had no clue. If like me you have no experience with these circuits and robots I
recommend doing the tutorials twice. If you want a game that gives a progressively increasing challenge, love games with
multiple solutions and love logic this game is for you. You build robots and design the circuits that run them. It is addictive and
you have no idea where the time went.... Filled with bugs, terrible level design, enemy’s get stuck on everything even flat
ground. Instead of reworking the level so the NPC's can navigate around they filled them with invincible ghost enemy's that
float about. Worst of series.. DLC is amazing!! Cant wait for new ones!! The last mission was amazing I was hoping for
something like this!! FIghting the Female Titan, Armoured Titan, Colossal Titan AND Beast Titan all in the final mission had
me on the edge of my chair for teh whole battle!! I would love more boss battles like this in the future!! Keep up the amaazing
work and I hope the next DLC is as good or better!! <3. Im suprised this game isn't as well known or widespread as it should be
considering how well done and entertaining it is.

It's basically a roguelike game that takes place in space. Some be gotten evil has destroyed the galaxy and rid it of life. Your task
is to hover over to each planet and plant seeds to restore life on said planets while at the same time fending off invaders and
monsters.

The monsters start of simple and easy to deal with but increase in difficulty and variety as time progresses (Or as your save
more planets, im not particularly sure). Every now and then, a boss has a chance of spawning in an attempt to ruin you for good.

The area you will be playing in is widely blank (It's space lol) save for a few planets here and there, big and small, which you
will need to roam around to find, inhabit and restore. While it seems simple, floating in space combined with limitted jetpack
fuel actually makes roaming space more lethal than it sounds since you would have to ration your fuel so you are not caught
floating in space on an empty backpack towards the edge of the galaxy (Which causes death if that isnt obvious enough)

There are collectibles and artifacts that you can gather and send to the "Wise one" to be examined (Which is basically a way of
cashing in your found items to be used in your next playthrough or identifying what it does). Permanent Stat and character
upgrades are also available with currency you collect while playing the game which improves your chance of survival each time
you traverse the abyss. There's also artifacts in the game which you can activate to change the base game mode either making it
easier (Enemies spawn less\/do less damage) or harder (Less Jetpack fuel). Top that off with procedurally generated map layouts
to the game and you've got yourself a good replay value game.

Overall, the game is completely worth getting and trying out. For the price tag they put on the game (23RM for me), I would say
it is actually a pretty good deal considering how well fleshed out the game is. A discounted price is like taking Bacon and Eggs
and adding MORE BACON AND EGGS.

Edit: I seem to have forgotten one other thing. Im fairly certain it's obvious enough but the game has a strong childish and
cartoon like art style which some might like or not. Personally it gave it a more innocent and simple atmosphere. The game
would look more serious and action oriented if it was painted in another way. Like imagine Risk of Rain's explosion, art and
chaos in this game. Pretty sure it'd probably be less about saving planets and more about destroying them. (Would be interesting
to see the Magma Worm here :D). Has anyone found a fix yet?. ITS♥♥♥♥♥♥BECUSE U CAN T PLAY WITH A
CONTROLLER AND THE CONTROLES OF THE KEYBOARD ARE♥♥♥♥♥♥AND THE RESOLUTION DONT BUY IT
BUT BUY AND REFUND. The game is similar to Papers Please, Orwell, and Headliner. You play as an editor at some
newspaper, and your goal is to publish various articles each week for 12 weeks. You're able to edit headlines and omit any
section of an article you see fit. There are 4 different districts that you can appeal to in the game as well as making each district
lean towards loyalist or rebel opinions.

Now, there's really not much to the game. So, if you're looking for adventure/action I would find a different game. I also
wouldn't think that you're going to get the same gameplay experience as you did in Papers Please. However, if you enjoyed
Orwell or Headliner, I would definitely get the game on a sale.

Note: the game itself is kinda short, if you are only taking into account a single playthrough. The replay value lies in trying to get
all the endings for each district.
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